Kraków, ……………………
……………………..
Name and Surname

…………………………………………..
Address

Declaration

I hereby declare that the paper/article (hereinafter referred to as the Work ) entitled:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
was written entirely by myself. The copyright and any other rights to the Work belong
entirely to me and all citations, borrowings, etc. were obtained legally and appropriately
annotated.
I hereby confirm that:
1. I transfer to the School of Banking and Management in Krakow (hereinafter referred to
as WSZiB) all property rights to Work as a whole, to its particular parts, including the
author’s economic rights as regards any fields of exploitation that are known at the
moment of the transfer, particularly in the fields of exploitation provided by articles 50
and 70 of the Act of 4 February 1994 on copyright and related rights.
2. The Work is free from legal defects.
3. I grant WSZiB the power of attorney – unlimited in time and place, irreversible and
durable in case of my death - to exercise on my behalf the personal copyright to the
Work, including my consent to introduce changes in the Work and to develop derivative
works as well as the right to grant permissions to develop, dispose of and use the
derivative works.
4. The fields of exploitation, as mentioned in item 1, cover in particular: feeding the Work
into computer memory; making it accessible by means of computer networks, including
the Internet, Intranet and Extranet; copying and multiplying through magnetic
technologies, digitalization or any other technology; the use of multiplied copies; public
exposure or presentation, public share of the entire Work or its part in the way that
anybody can have access to the Work at the preferred time and place; broadcasting by
wire, wireless or satellite systems; launching the Work on the market, lending or renting
the original copy or its second copies; publishing and disseminating; translating,
adapting, changing the structure or introducing any other changes.
5. WSZiB is entitled to gratuitous dissemination of the content of the Work through the
Internet by enabling the users to watch/read and/or copy fragments of the Work,i.e. all
the elements that constitute its part (particularly the title, author, the text and graphics –
photos, graphs, diagrams, drawings, films, recordings, etc.); the term copying refers to
recording the content of the Work that is made accessible to the user on an information
carrier selected by the user. WSZiB is also entitled to change the electronic format of the
content of the Work made accessible or its elements and also to record the Work or its
elements on any electronic carriers and with the application of any kind of information
technology.

6. WSZiB is entitled to introduce changes and modifications to the Work with the copyright
retained bythe author. I grant permission to WSZiB to make use and dispose of the
developments of the Work, particularly of the translations, adaptations and other that are
subject to separate copyright, and to other entities to modify, make use and dispose of
the developments of the Work.
7. I grant WSZiB the permission to make the Work accessible through the Internet in the
way that enables every user to view, download, copy, disseminate, print, search and link
to the complete content of the Work, index it, transfer the data to any software or use it
in any other legal way without financial, legal or technical barriers other than the ones
inherent in the access to the Internet ; thereby I accept the provisions of the Budapest
Declaration on open access to knowledge.
I also give consent for the Work to be subjected to anti-plagiarism procedure.

_____________________________
(signature)

